
American death poems (jisei)

- by Ruth Franke

The consciousness of death is in most cultures an integral part of life. If Freud is right and the
death wish is a basic desire in all human cultures, then it can be said that the Japanese, in
particular, are strongly attracted by death. It is, therefore, not amazing that the tradition of
writing death poems (jisei) took root in Japan and became a widespread practice. On the 
verge of death, a poet used to write a "farewell poem to life" in tanka- or haiku-form which 
reflected "the spiritual legacy of the Japanese" (Yoel Hoffmann in his book "Japanese Death 
Poems").

This tradition originally spread among Zen monks, samurai and the nobility. While the writing 
of jisei is still practised in Japan today, it has not caught on in the West, a fact that may be
attributed to the difference of cultures and their attitude to death. However, there is one
exception: in the United States it has become quite popular to write death poems. It is
rewarding to find out how they differ from classical Japanese death poems. For this reason, I
have selected some American death haiku and tanka and compared them to Japanese jisei.

Looking at American jisei, it has to be admitted that only a few are actually written at the
approach of death. Certainly, not all Japanese poets composed their poems in the very last
moments of life. Worrying about a sudden death, they sometimes prepared them in the prime
of life, thinking that such an important matter should be done in the best state of health and
mind. Some poets, like Bashô, refused to compose a special death poem and said that every
haiku ought to be written as if it was one's death verse.

What is the reason that American authors are so involved in jisei? We can only guess. After
World War II, Japanese culture and especially the haiku-form began to enchant the North
Americas. The literary scene was predisposed to this by the Transcendentalism (Whitman,
Emerson and Thoreau) - a homegrown philosophy similar to Zen Buddhism – and influenced 
by leading American poets (Ezra Pound, Wallace Stevens and William Carlos Williams). 
Although Zen played a minor role in the history of haiku in Japan, it was important for the 
development of jisei. In fact, for a long time, haiku were even regarded in North America 
primarily as an expression of Zen.

My first poem reflects an atmosphere of calmness and uses images of everyday life to imply 
the approach of death:

last call
my empty glass
full of moonlight

William Cullen Jr.

The first line already evokes several layers of meaning. "last call" may be a final phone call or 
a barman's announcement for the last orders. We might even think of the last call for a person
to board a plane. In a broader sense, we are reminded of a bird's cry: the cuckoo's 



(hototogisu), in Japanese jisei the harbinger of death. The empty glass, drained to the dregs, 
is as ambiguous as the moon filling it now (the moon is in Japanese death poems the link to 
the yonder world).

The haiku poet Koha wrote on the verge of death: "I cast the brush aside - / from here on I'll
speak to the moon / face to face". A similar mood is created in William Cullen's haiku: a man
coming to terms with his end is now alone with the moonlight.

Though the Japanese pay respect to all religions and combine customs of Buddhism, 
Shintoism, Confucianism and even Christianity during life and death, their idea of afterlife is 
mainly influenced by Buddhist belief. While Zen-Buddhism, practised mostly by the well-
educated, teaches that the solution of life's enigma is not to be found outside oneself and that
inner enlightenment has to be strived for in this world, the most widespread religion is, 
definitely, Jôdo-Buddhism. At the moment of death, say followers of this sect, the dying 
person is greeted by Amida, the Buddha of Everlasting Light. Anyone who calls on his name 
before dying is reborn in the Pure Land in the West, a paradise where he himself becomes 
enlightened.

Death is often pictured as a journey westward by boat, from "the world of illusions" to "the
world of truth". (Robun: "A water bird, asleep, / floats on the river / between life and death.")
This metaphor is well-known in Western cultures since it occurs in Greek mythology and is
therefore used in American death poems as well:

shipping oars
my own wake rocks me
into shore

Jim Kacian

Indian summer
a spent salmon
washes ashore

w.f. Owen

The latter poem illustrates the powerlessness of a life approaching its end through the 
medium of a natural image. The following two haiku communicate similar feelings by using 
modern vocabulary:

this trail so long
my flashlight
dimming

Charles Dickson

dead batteries –
no haiku tonight ...
and then, the moon
Earl Johnson



In both cultures, falling leaves are symbols of transcience and the fleetingness of man's
existence:

red leaf
I return it
to the shore wind

Ellen Compton

falling pine needles the tick of the clock

George Swede

George Swede's haiku gives us another metaphor: the tick of the clock, a "memento mori"
reminding us of constantly passing time. We remember Andrew Marvell's famous lines: "But 
at my back I always hear, Time's winged chariot hurrying near" ('To His Coy Mistress').

Bashô wrote that "the moon and sun are travellers of eternity" and that "each day is a journey
and the journey itself is home." In the West, death is likewise sensed as a homecoming:

the field's evening fog -
quietly the hound comes
to fetch me home

Robert Spiess

pointing
my way home
the starfish

Carlos Colón

Carlos Colón's poem suggests an additional interpretation: uncertainty about the right way
(the five or more arms of the starfish).

In Japanese - as well as in Western – literature, the autumn wind that whirls away the leaves 
is a frequent symbol of evanescence ("wherever the wind may carry me"). We feel a similar
affirmation of death and readiness in this American jisei:

slowly the old woman
opens the door
to join the wind

Leatrice Lifshitz

Roberta Beary's poem

on my finger



the firefly puts out
its light

Roberta Beary

reminds us of a jisei by Chine, Kyorai's sister: "It lights up / as lightly as it fades: / a firefly". 
After
Chine's death Kyorai wrote: "Sadly I see / the light fade on my palm: / a firefly."

In Japan, flowers represent a source of beauty in life, whereas their wilting petals are a 
symbol of man's passing. The Japanese poet Utsu took so much care of his cherry trees that 
he wanted to feed them even after death: "The owner of the cherry blossoms / turns to 
compost / for the trees". In the following American jisei we feel the sadness of parting from 
blossoming trees and flowers:

daffodils
come play with me
spring is
in the garden
and I must leave soon

Marc Thompson

Watching
the pear tree blossom
a new sorrow –
this year it is my turn
to leave

Cherie Hunter Day

waiting alone
one by one
the flowers close

Robert Gibson

Robert Gibson's haiku conveys the feeling of loneliness and loss; flowers and fellow-travellers
pass away and with them the joy of life. A touching poem creating a mood of sabi.

In the Western attitude to death, we find more frequently the idea that dying is a purely
personal matter and afterlife is uncertain. In the Japanese view, where the notion of an
individual salvation has relatively little place, even death is a group-related event that
guarantees continuing existence in the afterlife. The trust in the saving power of Amida
Buddha allows a calmness in dying, as well as the realistic and dignified state of mind of Zen-
Buddhists. Western people who are not deeply rooted in their religion, have a harder time:

lull me, muse



into the wavering belief
that my tanka
will walk me
to the end of the road

Sanford Goldstein

When i am gone
you can search the sand
to find my name.
Do it quickly,
say the crabs.

William Ramsey

having spent my life
in the service of beauty:
now human garbage

Lindley Williams Hubbell

fork in the road
both branches
closed

Matthew Louvière

In some American death poems we find interesting metaphors for the way to the other world,
taken from their own cultural background:

What's on the other side
of the sky, coyote?
Open the white door
of silence
and take me there .
..
June Moreau

According to a myth of the American Indians, the coyote is an inquisitive creature who can
never leave things as they are and must always seek change. He helps people take the step 
to the other world. In the following tanka Roberta Beary takes up the philosophical term of
emptiness which in Buddhistic belief is the essence of all things:

bird call
my father would whistle
to wake me
wakes me
to a great emptiness
Roberta Beary



The bird call is both a reminiscence of her father and an allusion to the hototogisu who calls
someone to start the final journey.

However strange it may seem, some Japanese poets end their lives with a humorous or even
ironic poem, a custom rarely to be found in Western countries. The satisfaction of having 
postponed death is slyly expressed in this haiku:

age ninety-nine
she repeats herself
joyously

Steven Addiss

With the cry "Hold on!" (taken from sumo wrestling), Shayo asked death to wait a while. The
following American death poem has a similar subject: an autumn image with all its colourful
beauty encourages the poet to an irrational hope:

crimson maples
maybe death
won't recognize me

Cherie Hunter Day

A poet's desire that something of him might survive, is expressed in this tanka in a bizarre but
yet profound manner:

floating there
in the pickle jar
my writing hand
will survive me,
and maybe write of joy

William Ramsey

Perhaps we can interpret this as the poet's wish for a more positive outlook in the next life.
For this brief survey of American death poems I have only selected haiku or tanka that are 
jisei in the traditional sense and deal with a person's own death. It is, however, quite a 
common practice in the West to write poems about other people's deaths, mourning for 
beloved ones, or even about death in general. In this connection, we have to mention the 
memorial poems which sometimes come very close to jisei:

once again
geese heading south
some never to return

Steve Sanfield

Migrating birds have always been a metaphor for loss and death (Choshi: "On its way west / 



to paradise / migrating bird").

Finally I want to quote a sequence picturing the end of a life in clear, impressive images:

Only

autumn
the path along the river
grows narrow

home from my travels
my dark house
greets me

for the last time
looking at the mountain
that is only a hill

by her sick bed
sprig of pussywillow
in a stone vase

autumn grass
waving
with one shadow

Leatrice Lifshitz

Karen Klein comments on this poem in Frogpond No. 3/2003: "...I feel the profound sense of
mortality and the gravity, beauty, and simplicity with which she expresses it. From the
narrowing of the path to the dark house to the stone vase, I feel the heaviness, but also her
keenly observant eye as the grass waves with one shadow, as if it were the world waving
goodbye to her."

As the title implies, the mountain is only a hill, many things become unimportant when our life
draws to its close. On the other hand, we value the small things around us which are a 
comfort and a source of beauty. There is no fear of death in these lines, but calmness and the
confidence to be released soon from the burden of a long, severe illness.


